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[The following article by Mary Jo McConahay was distributed by Pacific News Service, 09/17-21/90.
The LADB has authorization from PNS for reproduction.] La Libertad, Guatemala In steaming heat,
dozens of workmen hurry to transform a clearing in the tropical forest here into a small oil refinery.
As the Gulf crisis hits Central America with jumps in gas prices, here in oil-rich northern Peten
jungle region the old dream of oil wealth is taking on new life. "With the price up companies will
have more confidence spending for exploration now that's the way it works," says a long time field
chief as laborers set up used cylindrical towers brought down from Texas and Louisiana "Guatamala
should be self-sufficient in oil," says US ambassador Thomas F. Stroock, an oilman himself and
a longtime personal friend of President Bush, following a recent meeting with Energy Minister
Raul Castaneda in Guatamala City. Local newspapers, business and political figures quickly
agreed. Current national output is about 4000 barrels a day, less that 15% of total consumption.
But development supporters look with longing at estimates of reserves of 26 million barrels. Until
now oil prices have not been high enough to overcome drawbacks in exploiting them. Frustrated
oilmen say they can live with current investment laws, with a decade-long insurgency, even with
influential ecologists defending rich tropical forest life and Mayan ruins. The major disincentive,
they say, has been a go-slow attitude by the current government, which sees itself as center-left
and maintains the image of international companies whose involvement is pivotal for investment
and exploration as posing a threat to national sovereignty. The government of President Vinicio
Cerezo has raised gas prices 45% since the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, but remains opposed to the
oil development issue at home. Conservative presidential candidates are in the lead for November
11 elections, and oil sources say privately any one of them is likely to be better for their business.
Dreams of oil in this country emerge again amid sharp uncertainty in the Central American region
over the consequences of the Gulf crises for these fragile, dependent (largely on the United States)
economies. Oil price hikes alone threaten to derail recovery plans as countries try to return to
stability after a decade of brutal wars. When presidents of Guatamala, El Salvador, Nicaragua,
Costa Rica and Panama agreed in June to neo-liberal reforms US Secretary of State James Baker
quickly pledged to take the lead in securing financial support from the "Group of 24" developed
nations. But optimism has declined. Recovery plans were based on oil prices at about $17 a barrel,
but since August 2 the price has more than doubled... Most of the region's oil comes from Mexico
and Venezuela under concessionary terms of the 10 year old San Jose pact, which assures supplies
but at the world market price. Already heavily in debt (over $20 billion), nations face another
dark cycle of borrowing to pay oil costs just at the time when governments had looked forward to
reducing deficits. "As oil prices go up, the development model used by the international lending
institutions in the region slows down," says Charlotte Elton, an analyst at the Panama Center for
Studies and Social Action in Panama City, an independent research center. "The model depends on
continued growth in these developing countries, and the basis of the model is exporting especially
non-traditional products which are now threatened." Analysts say a likely slow-down in the U.S.
economy as the Gulf crisis drags on endangers quickly growing "non-traditional" sectors here such
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as growing vegetables for US consumption and assembling US-label clothes. Uncertainty also reigns
for at least tens of thousands who supplement meager livings by gathering allspice in the forests or
growing the "Arabic" spice cardamom, of which this county is the world's largest supplier: almost
all production depends on imports by two countries at the heart of the crisis, Saudi Arabia and
Jordan. In the end, however, any conversation that begins on effects of the looming war half a world
away comes around to hopes for an oil supply at home. Last year Exxon pulled out of a promising
drilling site at El Ceibal, about 20 miles south of here, during an uproar over possible damage to
ancient ruins and surrounding rainforest. But environmentalists now emphasize they can co-exist
with oil companies who stay out of declared reserve areas and follow protection guidelines. Also last
year, the American Oil Company (Amoco) closed down operations in the Ixcan region bordering
Mexico, reportedly after long harassment by guerrillas who burned equipment and demanded
"war taxes." Since then preliminary peace talks have begun abroad, and high oil prices appear to
be strengthening the will to defend existing and potential sites. "There's no alternative now to at
least trying to become self-sufficient, and if that means more work to protect sites, we're ready,"
says a ranking military officer in El Peten. At the new refinery in the jungle, meanwhile, planned by
Bahamas-based Basic Resources International before the Gulf crisis erupted, personnel in hard-hats
and overalls act elated.
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